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Abstract
To ascertain the effectiveness of slacklining as a supplementary therapy for elderly stroke patients who are functionally non-progressing. This case study involved an 18-mo prospective observation of the management of an 87-year-old female stroke-patient of the left hemisphere with reduced balance, reduced lower limb muscular activation, hypertonia, and concurrent postural deficits. This entailed the initial acute care phase through to discharge to home and 18-mo final status in her original independent living setting. The introduction of slacklining as an adjunct therapy was made 12 mo post incident. Slacklining involves balance retention on a tightened band where external environmental changes cause a whole-body dynamic response to retain equilibrium. It is a complex neuromechanical task enabling individualized self-developed response strategies to be learned and adapted. This facilitates the innate process of balance retention, lower-limb and core muscle activation, and stable posture through a combination of learned motor skills and neurological system down regulation. Individuals adopt and follow established sequential motor learning stages where the acquired balance skills...
Stroke survivors are often required to adapt to a restricted lifestyle with reduced activities of daily living (ADL). They also have increased dependence on continuous external support to survive[7]. Thirty-five per-cent of Australians who experienced a stroke had a resulting disability, with 64% needing assistance with health care, 58% with mobility and 47% with self-care[2]. Furthermore, this neurologic pathology significantly impacts the ADL of individuals through impaired postural control. Following stroke, some patients have delayed and disrupted equilibrium reactions[3], exaggerated postural sway in both sagittal and frontal planes[4], reduced weight-bearing on the paretic limb during functional tasks[5,6] and an increased risk of falling[7].

Additionally, impaired dexterity in both the affected and unaffected lower extremities is a major reported problem post-stroke[9]. Activation failure in the affected lower limb can often be explained by weakness, which correlates strongly with reduced functional performance[9]. Furthermore, the presence of co-activation, muscle activation on both sides of the joint, is a common postural coordination strategy reported in those with neurologic deficits, including stroke[10]. Consequently, research is required for post-stroke rehabilitation strategies that focus strongly on improving the affected lower limb’s dexterity and postural control. One such novel technique not yet reported in the literature is slacklining as a supplementary therapy[11-14]. It is a complex neuromechanical task that involves balance retention on a tightened band where whole-body dynamics drive the response to external environmental changes[13,15]. This activity innately facilitates recruitment of muscles within the core[11,16] and the lower limb, particularly the quadriceps and gluteals[12]. Some studies have found that slacklining has transferable learning and skill acquisition including improved posture[14,17], static and dynamic balance[18-20], lower limb control[12,21,22], joint specific control[12,23,24], sporting performance[13,25] and probable neuroplastic changes[26,27]. Slacklining also stimulates the balance mechanism and functional control through individualized global body responses and learned movement patterns that are adaptations to external stimuli[15,17,22].

This paper presents a case study where slacklining was supplemented to an existing balance and functional control rehabilitation program.

CASE REPORT
An 87-year-old female who had sustained a non-specific cerebro-vascular accident within the left hemisphere affecting lower limb strength, balance control and hypertonia was monitored over an 18 mo period. Rehabilitation was progressed through five stages: (1) an initial one month of acute inpatient management; (2) one month inpatient rehabilitation at a specialized rehab centre; (3) one month of transitional care in a different inpatient facility to assist home skills for self-care and daily living; (4) home discharge with nine-month
early care community support through nursing and carers; plus five times per week intensive outpatient rehabilitation involving hourly sessions of twice weekly occupational and physical therapy group falls prevention, an individual physical therapy session providing balance training, mobilization and massage with planning of additional home exercise, and two hydrotherapy sessions; and (5) management in the community for a further six months with modification of the outpatient sessions combined with the introduction of slacklining and a phase out of regular home care assistance. Slacklining, as part of the neurorehabilitation program, was introduced and initially graduated over six weeks following the standardized protocol\cite{12,13}. The sessions were initiated at three minutes and increased to seven and, finally, ten minutes in duration. They involved a step up onto the slackline, located over a grassy surface at a height of approximately 20 cm, with the patient provided balance support, initially from the front with both hands touching or holding the therapists hands and progressing to a hand support such as a wheeled frame or a walking stick (Figure 1). The adjunct or supplementary addition of slacklining to the standard rehabilitation program continued after the case study observation period finished at 18 mo. Sessions were twice weekly with minor progressions in the program difficulty levels based upon the individual’s adaptations, capacity and status (Figure 2).

The status and the key points were recorded using computerized decision support software patient-reported outcome measurement\cite{28} (Figure 1). Recovery plateaued at the six-month mark and there was subsequent regression following three falls at home over the subsequent six months despite the specific falls prevention program. At twelve-months the hydrotherapy continued and the group rehabilitation falls prevention program was ceased and replaced by a further individual rehabilitation session that was supplemented with slacklining (Figure 1). The slacklining was provided with the intention of specifically activating the quadriceps\cite{12,22} and improving core muscle recruitment\cite{14,19}, postural position and awareness\cite{14,17}, and balance\cite{18,21}. The slacklining followed stages one and two of a standardized five-stage, 20-step protocol\cite{19}. This standard protocol was modified through the initial use of hand support that was progressively withdrawn. Initially a bilateral, two hand support position was provided, then progressed to a single hand, then one hand support to a fixed ground object, then a walking stick and finally free-standing and stepping up. At all times immediate close support was available for safety, feedback and confidence. Subsequently, functional status progression resumed with statistically significant improvement over the following six months (Students’ t test $P<0.05$) (Figure 2).

**DISCUSSION**

Slacklining has an innate or automatic muscle recruitment action, particularly for the quadriceps and to a lesser degree the gluteals, calf and core\cite{12,14}. These actions provide a positive focus for stroke patients with local muscle inhibition from the centrally derived deficits\cite{13}.

A further consideration is that the action of standing on a slackline requires muscular recruitment in a sequential and learned manner in order for the individual to remain upright and balanced\cite{12,17}. This is a postural benefit for individuals with lower limb functional deficits of a central source that are acquired following stroke\cite{29,30}. An additional benefit is that the Hoffman’s reflex (H-reflex)\cite{12,31} can be affected through the presynaptic pathway\cite{17} resulting in a learned activity that inhibits the reflex action from down regulation\cite{32,33}. Such inhibition is advantageous as the H-reflex shows heightened sensitivity that may negatively affect the gait of stroke survivors\cite{34,35}. However, it is considered to be a learned and temporary effect as withdrawal of the training stimulus results in reduction the training effect. Consequently, the effectiveness of the slacklining program as a rehabilitation therapy must be maintained through the ongoing practice of the activity\cite{11,13,18}.

This is of significance as the stroke patient has phase-related modulation of both the soleus H-reflex,
that affects the ankle directly and less so the knee- regardless of joint stiffness\(^\text{[29]}\); and the quadriceps H-reflex primarily affecting the knee control\(^\text{[31]}\). Both of these actions are also partially disordered during hip movement due to modulated limb spasticity\(^\text{[34,35]}\). The anticipated beneficial consequence is that the action of slacklining may provide a positive effect through the action of pre-synaptic inhibition and down-regulation of the H-reflex\(^\text{[27]}\) as well as supplement the quadriceps and soleus activation and control\(^\text{[12]}\) in conjunction with balance, postural control, and an overall learning process\(^\text{[14,18,24]}\). This can assist the individual to adapt towards normalized balance and actively controlled positions\(^\text{[36]}\). The anticipation is that this specific action within the training phase will then overflow to normal daily activity\(^\text{[17,18]}\) including the functional movements of walking and postural control. This in theory could subsequently improve the innate response action to perturbations and reduce the incidence of falls and in turn improve individual confidence while reducing health and socioeconomic costs\(^\text{[36]}\).

It is widely accepted that the central nervous system of adult human beings has enormous potential for recovery and adaptability. The actions of slacklining can theoretically cause down-regulation of the muscle inhibitory action and the Hoffman reflex. This suppression of a spinal reflex may transfer the control of muscular activation from primary spinal to more supraspinal centers, which can be beneficial in terms of improved movement control\(^\text{[37,38]}\). Consequently, slacklining and its potential to influence cortical areas and the central nervous system of stroke patients is an area that needs investigation in this population group\(^\text{[34,35]}\).

Slacklining may be a beneficial rehabilitation method that could be incorporated into the programs of stroke patients. The external stimuli activate global-body responses through innate balance and reflex modulations that provide quantifiable functional gains. In addition, the activity of slacklining provides an innate activation of the lower limb muscles, particularly the quadriceps, calf, gluteals and also the trunk core muscles in normal and lower limb injured individuals; consequently, it would seem likely to have a similar effect in stroke patients. Slacklining is a novel adjunct therapy that is challenging and rewarding where quantifiable exercise specific gains can be achieved and potentially transformed into daily functional status improvements in the areas of ADL, gait and balance. Further prospective studies are required to validate these initial findings and eventually to determine therapy frequency and progression rates.

**COMMENTS**

**Case characteristics**

An 87-year-old female stroke patient is discussed within the context of a novel method of rehabilitation through the use of slacklining to facilitate balance and function and to reduce and prevent falls.

**Clinical diagnosis**

Right lower limb weakness, mildly reduced sensation, reduced balance and general limb control with tonal changes and intermittent upper limb tonal alterations to a mild level.

**Differential diagnosis**

Stroke affecting the right leg below the knee due to a left cerebral vascular accident (CVA).

**Treatment**

A progressive graded rehabilitation over 18 mo from inpatients to transitional care and final home and community including a group falls reduction program. Progression to twice weekly physiotherapy outpatients with balance training, limb mobilization and massage and the addition of slacklining.

**Term explanation**

Stroke is due to a CVA affecting the cortical tissue and slacklining as a novel therapy involves balance retention on a tightened band where external environmental changes cause a whole-body dynamic response to retain equilibrium. As such slacklining is a complex neuromechanical task enabling individualized self-developed response strategies to be learned and adapted to...
facilitate balance, strength, control and functional improvement and/or stability.

**Experiences and lessons**

This study offers a new frontier into the use of neural plasticity accessed through physical rehabilitation exercises to enhance and maintain balance and function. This is the first reported study with the use of this novel method of rehabilitation, "slacklining", in a clinical setting for stroke.

**Peer-review**

This paper proposes the activity ‘Slacklining’ as a rehabilitation supplement following stroke in the form of a case report and theoretical explanation. The manuscript is well written, and supported by references appropriately.
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